Multi-Objective Response to Co-Resident Attacks in Cloud Environment
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Abstract— Cloud computing is a dynamic environment that offers variety of on-demand services with low cost. However, customers face new security risks due to shared infrastructure in the cloud. Co-residency of virtual machines on the same physical machine leads to several threats for cloud tenants. Cloud administrators are often encountered with a more challenging problem since they have to work within a fixed budget for cloud hardening. The problem is how to select a subset of countermeasures to be within the budget and yet minimize the residual damage to the cloud caused by malicious VMs. We address this problem by introducing a novel multi-objective attack response system. We consider response cost, co-residency threat, and virtual machines interactions to select optimal response in face of the attack. Optimal response selection as a multi-objective optimization problem calculates alternative responses, with minimum threat and cost. Our method estimates threat level based on the collaboration graph and suggests proper countermeasures based on threat type with minimum cost. Experimental result shows that our system can suggest optimal responses based on the current state of the cloud.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is a dynamic environment that provides variety of on-demand services with low cost for users. However, with increased use of cloud services comes security issues that should be addressed carefully.

Takabi et al. [1] described the security challenges associated with outsourcing of data and applications, service level agreement, virtualization, and hypervisors. Since a registration process to have cloud services is very simple, virtual machines (VMs) can easily be misused by malicious users, who can stay totally anonymous in the cloud. Due to the open nature of cloud platform, security of stored data, data utilization management, access management, and trust are the primary security concerns in cloud computing [2]. Moreover, attackers can maliciously use cloud as a source of attacks for various purposes such as, malware distribution, botnet Command and Control (C&C) servers, Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS), spamming, and password cracking. Besides being source of the attack, some attacks occur inside the cloud. Due to the shared infrastructure of the cloud and improper isolation among VMs, a malicious VM is able to access the data from another VM on the same physical host [3]. This issue is much more
prevalent when the tenants of the two VMs are different users. For the rest of the paper, we keep referring to malicious VMs instead of VMs which are managed by a malicious user or containing a malware.

One of the greatest challenges in the cloud security is responding to attacks. However, to date there has been little attention on this area. Recent cyber attacks in cloud environment show the importance of intrusion response system (IRS) in the cloud. Anwar et al. [4] divided IRS based on the response type, into three broad categories: notification, manual and automatic response. Notification generates a response in the form of notification. Manual response permits system administrator to generate appropriate responses based on predefined set of response options. On the other hand, automatic IRS provides a real-time response based on the current system threat. However the main drawback of the automatic response is an inappropriate response that can be generated and applied. Therefore, a comprehensive mechanism is needed to suggest optimum response against the current threat. Poorly designed IRS not only threatens more cloud users, but also prevents other users from migrating to the cloud and leads to the reputation loss for the cloud provider. Our goal in this paper is to design a co-resident attack response system to mitigate the threats to the cloud resources.

Leveraging virtualization technology improves resource utilization and enables on-demand resource allocation. Despite its benefits, virtualization brings new security challenges. Ezhilchelvan and Mitrani outline the security issues in isolation among VMs that cause a malicious VM to get access to a victim VM [5]. Co-residency of VMs in a same host without a proper isolation, leads to series of attack such as side channel, information leakage, malware propagation, and Denial of Service (DoS). If one of the VMs is attacked, the security of the other VMs which are located on the same machine can be compromised by a set of co-resident attacks [6]. We have categorized co-resident attacks and their countermeasures into three groups: side channel, malware propagation, and DoS. Our method suggests proper countermeasure based on the type of the attack and prevents further damage in cloud once the attack to one of the VMs is detected.

Eliminating side channels among VMs is one of the solutions to co-residency attack [7] [8].

However, these methods required cloud platform modification. In this paper, we approach this security problem from a different view and focus on IRS as a mean to respond to cloud attacks. An effective IRS is responsible to:

- choose the right countermeasures,
- provide minimum service interruption to establish security,
- characterize security risks,
- reduce the overall risk, and
- consider response cost.

Although strong responses like stopping the attacker’s VM has high ability to mitigate attacks and protect cloud network, it also has very high impact on service availability and increasing provider’s costs. In order to propose a comprehensive intrusion response system, we have considered response cost and co-residency threat to select the proper response in the cloud. Intrusion response system must detect the malicious activity and choose the response option according to the nature of the attack [4].

In this paper, we implement a dynamic response solution. To do this, we generate collaboration graph to capture information about recent state of the cloud and VMs communications. Our collaboration graph edges change when a VM migrates. Also, edge’s weight changes according to the time. Our solution considers two dimensions of response attributes, countermeasure’s effect on the threat and its cost. Our IRS model provides responses after an attack or malicious behavior is detected in the cloud infrastructure. Type of the responses to VMs which are affected by the attacker VM depends on the amount of security threat in the network.

Recently, there have been some efforts to address intrusion response in cloud environments [9], [10], [11]. However, those studies do not investigate attack propagation patterns, and do not consider interactions among compromised VMs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that incorporates the interactions among VMs in responding to co-resident attacks. Our proposed IRS takes the VMs collaboration graph as an input, estimates VMs threat level and employs multi-objective optimization techniques to suggest the best countermeasure for reducing the overall threat in cloud. In other words, this paper aims to minimize the threat levels for all VMs at a reasonable cost.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We explore the related work and describe co-resident attacks in Section II. In Section III, the problem formulation and system model are introduced, followed by system response model. In Section IV we conduct set of experiments to evaluate our model and discuss the results, and finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

A considerable amount of literature focuses on designing new methods to detect co-residency in a host. Ristenpart et al. introduced this concept for the first time. They exploited VM placement method in the Amazon EC2 cloud infrastructure in order to place VM in a same host with a target VM [12]. Yu et al. presented a method to detect co-residency via cache-based side channel attacks [13]. Alarifi and Wollhusen [14], [15] presented Cloud-Internal DoS (CIDoS) attack, that exploits co-resident VMs to perform DoS on victim host.

The most similar work to this paper was presented by Altintay et al. in [16]. They take the collaboration network graph and use optimization techniques to calculate the threat level for each grid participant. They answer to threat by closing sites or monitoring links among sites.

A. Co-resident Attacks

The main protected entities in cloud infrastructure are the VMs running on the physical machines in a
data center, which contain valuable information such as users’ data and applications. The threat we focus on this paper is a malicious VM which is located on the physical machines that victim VMs run. In order to provide security for cloud users, as soon as a suspicious activity such as port scanning, resource overconsumption, or malicious traffic generation, is detected in the cloud system, it should be determined whether the detected activity is malicious or not. In the case of malicious activity, type of the attack is important to respond properly.

In this section, attack types among co-resident VMs are introduced. We have divided these attacks into three categories. First category includes information disclosure and outer side channel attacks to transfer sensitive information between attacker and victim VMs that may cause irreversible problems for other tenants in the cloud. The next category contains communication threat among VMs that could be leveraged by attackers to propagate worms inside the cloud. In the last type of the attack, attacker's goal is to obtain an unfair share of a resource that leads to DoS in victim VMs on that host.

1) Side Channel

In this type of attacks, attacker collects timing information, shared processor's cache, and power consumption information by gaining access to the physical machine. This collected information can be employed covertly in exploiting the hypervisor and finding sensitive information about the victim VM. Attacker can access this information just by creating a VM in the same physical machine that hosts the victim VM.

Bates et al. [19] presented co-resident watermarking which is a traffic analysis attack to compromise isolation. In this paper a malicious VM injects a watermark signature into the network flow of a victim VM. Recently, a vulnerability in virtual floppy drive code which is used by many virtualized platforms, allows an attacker to escape from his VM and potentially obtain code-execution access to the host. This can lead to access to all other VMs running on that host [20].

2) Malware Propagation

Any malware with a network component such as worms is able to propagate to wherever their addressing allows them to; so, the communication among VMs and their access to the network may lead to malware propagation in the cloud infrastructure [21]. Mazhar Ali et al. [3] outlined two types of communications among VMs: external and internal. The former type exists between user and the cloud, while the later occurs inside the virtualized environment. Virtual network that is established between user and the cloud, enables internal communication. Virtual network is responsible for managing communications through VMs [22].

The software-based network components such as virtual switches provide networking among VMs over the same physical machine. Since security mechanisms such as IDS and firewalls over the physical machine are blind to traffic over virtualized network, malicious traffic can pass through the network without being detected. This problem is also mentioned in a report released by Symantec [23].

Similar configuration for VMs in the cloud such as virtualization techniques or operating systems leads to the same vulnerability. Balduzzi et al. [24] analysis on 5303 Amazon VM images confirmed that 98% of Windows and 58% of Linux images in Amazon EC2 contain software with critical vulnerabilities. Therefore, if a VM gets infected by a malware, multiple VMs could be compromised and as a result, malware propagation is probable [25]. Moreover, installing vulnerable software on VMs by cloud users could increase malware propagation. In another scenario, a malicious user uploads an infected image in the cloud image storage. All VMs that instantiate from the infected image will become a source of introducing malware to the cloud.

3) Denial of Service

The lack of proper isolation in hypervisors leads to new security threats which enable a malicious user to exploit the resource contention between co-located VMs and affect the execution of an application running on a co-resident VM. Since more resources are being shared in cloud environment, particularly in elastic cloud, which could provide users unlimited resource, DoS attacks can be much more influential [26].

Chiang et al. demonstrated a new type of security vulnerability caused by competition between virtual I/O intensive workloads [27]. In this attack, malicious user could slow down the execution of an application in a victim co-resident VM by leveraging the competition for shared I/O resources such as hard-drive and/or network bandwidth.

Varadarajan et al. [17] showed that performance of a cache sensitive workload on a VM can be degraded more than 80% due to interference from another VM. They called this resource-freeing attack. Attacker changes the workload of the victim VM to make victim free up the competitive resource.

There are some attack response methods that are presented for cloud infrastructure. Vieira et al. [10] proposed intrusion response autonomic system (IRAS) that uses a utility function to suggest the best response in order to reduce the consequences of the attacks in the cloud. Raju and Geethakumari [11] proposed a framework for detecting the attacker. They form cluster of VMs that are prioritized based on the interactions with other instances and their resource consumption. As soon as an alert is generated then the most related cluster for further analysis with forensics techniques is selected. Szefer et al. [9] proposed a real time cloud intrusion prevention model. Their goal was protecting VMs in the cloud. When an initial sign of potential attack is detected in the network, their system starts responding to attacks. They introduced two kinds of mechanisms: prevention and detection. Since implementing each mechanism has its own cost and time, their method suggested the best response that can be effective in the cloud situation. Balasubramanian et al. in [28] introduced an approach for responding to networked computing environment threats such as cloud computing. They classified VM threats into
three risk levels. High risk threats are related to co-resident VMs that are owned by the same customer. Once a threat is detected in a VM instance, a first preventive measure is performed on the high risk VMs. Preventive measures depend on the strength attribute associated to each VM.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SYSTEM MODEL

The majority of security concerns in the virtualized infrastructure relate to the co-resident VMs owned by different users. Cloud providers must maintain a maximum level of isolation between VMs in a same host. The lack of proper isolation leads to new security threats which enable attacker to exploit co-resident VMs.

Our system consists of two modules: 1) threat estimation, and 2) response selection. In order to design an effective response system, we need to evaluate the total threat after an attack occurs in the cloud. To do this, a collaboration graph captures the behavior of VMs [29]. Then, the system estimates the threat level of all of the VMs based on the collaboration graph and finally suggests the optimal response to reduce the overall threat, according to the VM's threat and cloud provider's budget.

In this section, we briefly introduce our new intrusion response system in three phases:

- cloud collaboration graph,
- estimating threat level, and
- modeling optimal response.

Table I summarizes the notation we use throughout this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>The total number of virtual machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>Number of countermeasures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Set of malicious VMs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>Set of stealthy VMs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>VM Collaboration Graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Matrix q×3 of countermeasures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>Vector 1×3 of VM threat level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Total threat in Cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>Matrix q×1 of Response cost vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x</td>
<td>Optimization problem solution matrix</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Cloud Collaboration Graph

Collaboration graph model captures non-obvious links between resources in a defined network based on security assessment of observable interactions [16]. Based on this graph, we can measure the security threat through VMs and contain the spread of malicious VM across the cloud by responding to attack optimally.

Interactions among VMs inside the cloud can be represented by a collaboration graph where the nodes represent VMs and the edges represent same host for VMs [29]. Nodes in the graph present a VM and a link between nodes shows that both VMs are located in the same physical machine for a period of time.

As it is shown in Fig.1, VMs interaction are modeled as an undirected weighted graph $G := (V, E)$, where $V$ represents the set of VMs and $E$ is the set of edges $\{i, j\}$ for $\{i, j\} \in V$. An edge $\{i, j\} \in E$ exists if and only if $VM_i$ and $VM_j$ are located on the same host and the weight $W_{ij}$ for edge $\{i, j\}$ represents duration of this co-residency. The set $V$ contains two types of VMs: malicious and stealthy VMs that are represented by sets $M$ and $S$, respectively. Since each VM can belong to either set $M$ or $S$, the following equation is always true:

$$V = M \cup S$$

B. Estimating Threat Levels

In order to estimate threat level in the cloud, first we assume that collaboration graph $G$ and the set of detected malicious VMs $M$ are given. The threat level for stealthy VMs completely depends on the graph $G$. Balasubramanian et al. in [28] classified VM threats into three risk levels. High risk threats are related to co-resident VMs that are owned by the same customer. Co-resident VMs related to the same industry have medium risk. Low risk VMs are related to the same type of service or application.

We assume that when a malicious behavior has been detected in a running VM, the threat level in co-resident VMs increase based on the malicious VM behavior. Note that the main concern of this work is reducing the threat caused by co-resident VMs, rather than cloud attack detection which has been the subject of many studies in cloud computing systems. When a malicious user wants to extract information from a victim by side channel attacks, there are resource usage, system calls and cache miss abnormalities in malicious VM behavior. For example, Sundareswaran et al. proposed a method to detect these abnormalities in a physical machine to determine malicious VM [30]. Generally detection can be done through continuous cloud monitoring or receiving user’s complaints.

In this paper, the threat level in VM$_i$ can be expressed as a triple $t_i =< t_i^{SC}, t_i^{MP}, t_i^{DoS} >$, where $t_i^{SC}$ is the probability of existing side channel attack, $t_i^{MP}$ expresses the malware propagation possibility and $t_i^{DoS}$ determines the probability of performing denial of service on the VM. These values are determined by the cloud administrator based on the VM behavior.
In side channel attack, malicious VM collects timing information, shared processor's cache, and power consumption information. In malware propagation, malicious VM scans the network to find vulnerable VM. In addition, DoS attack prevents victim machine to access a specific resource for a time period. The duration of Co-residency is important in all of these attack types. For each attack type we consider the co-resident VM with higher probability of being malicious. If malicious VM stay longer in the victim physical machine, the probability of being attacked is higher [31] [32] [33]. Therefore, the threat level at VM, (VM ∈ S) can be obtained by solving Equation 2. As you can see in Equation 2, malware propagation threat is for every VM that had malicious neighbor during its running time. However, other threats propagate in co-resident VMs.

\[ t_i = \max_{j \in \text{VM}}(W_{ij} \ast \mathcal{M}_i \ast \mathcal{M}_j)(W_{ij} \ast t_{ij}^\text{SC}) \]

\[ t_i^\text{MP} = \max_{j \in \text{VM}}(W_{ij} \ast t_{ij}^\text{MP}) \]

\[ t_i^\text{DoS} = \max_{j \in \text{VM}}(W_{ij} \ast t_{ij}^\text{DoS}) \]

The co-residency time (\(T_{cr}\)) is captured for each two co-resident VMs. To normalize the co-residency time we use Equation (4). \(T_{\text{max}}\) is the maximum time that malicious VM needs to attack its neighbors. This parameter can be estimated by experts based on their analysis on cloud.

\[ W_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } T_{cr} \geq T_{\text{max}} \\ \frac{T_{cr}}{T_{\text{Max}}} & \text{if } T_{cr} < T_{\text{max}} \end{cases} \]

Total threat in the cloud that is caused by a set of malicious VMs is calculated by Equation (4).

\[ T = \sum_{i=1}^{n} t_i \]

In Fig. 2, threat vector \(t_i\) for each VM is illustrated.

C. Modeling Optimal Response

Modeling optimal response to malicious VMs threat is the last step of our system. Once an incident has been detected in the cloud, a quick and effective response must be undertaken to mitigate its harmful impacts [34].

Attack response system determines which VMs should be protected and how. In other words, it determines the optimal response based on the VMs locations and interactions, countermeasures and type of the attack. Response must reduce the threat to uncompromised VMs as much as possible and maintain the response cost on a reasonable value.

Cloud infrastructure consists of several security mechanisms such as network/host based intrusion detection systems, firewalls and resource management systems. In order to provide security for cloud users, as soon as a suspicious activity such as port scanning, resource overconsumption, or malicious traffic generation is detected in the cloud system, it should be determined whether the detected activity is malicious or not. In the case of malicious activity a proper response should be chosen.

In order to respond to co-resident attacks, a vector of countermeasures \(C = \langle c_1, c_2, ..., c_q \rangle\) is defined in Equation 5. Each countermeasure has its own restrictions in terms of the time taken to perform the response, feasibility, and computation cost; In our model, response cost vector \(RC = \langle r_{c_1}, r_{c_2}, ..., r_{c_q} \rangle\) is determined by the cloud provider based on the power consumption, performance overhead and probability of SLA violation. (see Equation 6). \(rc_i\) is the cost associated by countermeasure \(c_i\). In addition to the cost, security protections that countermeasures offer are important. Each countermeasure can protect the VM from some types of co-resident attacks. In this paper, a novel model is introduced that suggests the best countermeasure for each VM based on its threat.
Each attack can be prevented by specific countermeasures. In TABLE II, we present a list of countermeasures for each co-resident attack. In this paper responding to co-resident attacks is divided into five scenarios. First scenario incorporates VM migration that is capable of responding to all of the co-resident threats. Second scenario responds to side channel attacks that cause sensitive information from other users covertly accessed. This scenario is based on an approach that adds latency to potentially malicious operation [35]. In the case of side channel attack there are two sub scenarios: response to attacker and response to victim. If a VM is a member of S, response can be done by changing the access pattern to the shared resources like memory, CPU and cache to a consistent pattern. The third scenario can mitigate VM communication threat [25]. The forth scenario tries to limit resource access by malicious VM. Final scenario reduces the allowed maximum traffic rate of the associated VM to control malware propagation or DoS attack [28].

D. Problem Formulation

Cloud intrusion response system (CIRS), could be modeled as a multi-objective optimization problem. Multi-objective optimization determines the optimal response to a given problem by optimizing problem objectives and preserving constraints. CIRS goal is to concurrently minimize (1) the overall threat inspired by co-resident attacks, as well as (2) the overall response cost. Since these two objectives are dependent and conflict with each other, minimizing first objective results in compromising the other. For example, achieving lower threat in cloud needs more countermeasures to be applied, whereas having lower cost causes higher threat in the cloud.

To mathematically formulate our problem, assume that set of malicious VMs $M$ with their threat vector, set of stealthy VMs $S$, pool of countermeasures $C$ and their associate costs $RC$ are given. Based on this model, CIRS is defined as finding responses to VM threats to minimize the following two objective functions.

\[
\text{Min Threat} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (|S| - \sum_{j=1}^{q} x_{i,j} \times C_{j} \times t_{j})
\]

\[
\text{Min Cost} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} x(i) \times RC
\]

subject to

\[
x_{i,j} = \{0,1\}; i = [1,n], j = [1,q]
\]

Optimization problem outputs $x$ that determines which countermeasures should be used for each VM. Since optimizing each object may worsen the other one, multi-objective optimization offers a set of answers. In case of conflicting objective functions, there exist a number of pareto optimal solutions [36]. Generally, an output $x^{s}$ is said to be pareto optimal, if all other outputs have a higher value for at least one of the objective functions. A pareto curve or pareto front is a set of pareto optimal solutions. In Fig. 3, an example of pareto front is illustrated.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we have conducted a set of experiments using MATLAB 8.3.0 to evaluate our CIRS. The model efficiency is evaluated in terms of the threat (see Equation 3) and cost.

A. Data set

Along with the model discussed in Sections III, we constructed two data sets for our numerical experiments. The first data set is a toy cloud network with 12 VMs. Fig. 1 shows cloud collaboration graph for Toy Network.

The next data set is derived from real life workload traces from CoMon project, a monitoring infrastructure for PlanetLab. These data could be accessed from github repository [37]. In PlanetLab data set we have CPU utilization by more than a thousand virtual machines from servers located in five hundred different places all around the world during ten random days. We randomly chose one day out of those ten data and schedule workloads on 200 VMs by means of CloudSim [38]. CloudSim is a cloud

\[
(5) C = \begin{bmatrix}
    c_{1} \\
    c_{2} \\
    \vdots \\
    c_{q}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
(6) RC = \begin{bmatrix}
    RC_{1} \\
    RC_{2} \\
    \vdots \\
    RC_{q}
\end{bmatrix}
\]
simulation toolkit that implements several algorithms for VM allocation and selection. We run 200 PlanetLab workloads on 200 VMs with Threshold approach for VM allocation and Minimum Migration Time method for VM selection and capture their behavior during 6 hours. Due to the dynamic nature of the cloud, VMs migrate among hosts. In each time stamp VMs position are captured and weights in the graph will be updated based on the Equation (3).

Cloud Collaboration Graph for PlanetLab workload is illustrated in Figure 4.

![Cloud Collaboration Graph for PlanetLab Network](image)

To implement the problem in MATLAB, we use multi-objective optimization approach called goal attainment by means of fgoalattain toolbox [39]. The goal attainment method is represented mathematically in the Equation 8.

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{x, y, \gamma} & \quad y \\
\text{subj} & \quad F_1(x) - w_1y \leq F_1^* \\
& \quad F_2(x) - w_2y \leq F_2^* 
\end{align*}
\]

\( \{F_1^*, F_2^*\} \) determines goal point of the problem. Since we consider \( F_1 \) as total threat and \( F_2 \) as total cost, the goal point in our problem is \([0,0] \). The weighting vector \( w=[w_1,w_2] \) presents the importance of each object \((w_1+w_2=1)\). Actually \( w \) enables the problem designer to show a measure of the tradeoffs between the objectives. The term \( w_f \) introduces a parameter of slackness into the problem that causes the goals don’t rigidly met. \( x \) is the solution of optimization problem. Each value for vector \( w \) returns a unique solution. To achieve the pareto front, we take weight vector \( w = [\beta, 1-\beta] \) for \( \beta \) from 0 through 1, then we solve the goal attainment problem for various values of weights.

\( B. \) Parameters

Our experiments are performed on a computer with Intel Core i5 processor (2.50 GHz), 6 GB RAM, and 512 GB disk space. The simulation result shows that our method can generate optimal responses to the co-resident attack.

Our experiment consists of 5 countermeasures that are introduced in TABLE II. The following sets of values in countermeasure matrix \( C \) and associated cost matrix \( RC \) are used in our implementation:

\[
(9) \quad C = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & 1 \\
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
(10) \quad RC = \begin{bmatrix}
1 \\
0.5 \\
0.2 \\
0.4 \\
0.3 \\
0 
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Values in countermeasure matrix \( C \) in Equation 9 can be obtained from TABLE II. If \( C(i,j) = 1 \), countermeasure \( i \) can response to threat \( j \). For example, \( C(3,2)=1 \) means that traffic isolation can mitigate malware propagation threat or \( C(5,3)=1 \) means that limiting web traffic rate can mitigate DoS threat. Values in response cost matrix \( RC \) in Equation 10 can be obtained from last column of Table II. For example, \( RC(3)=0.2 \) means that traffic isolation have a low cost to deploy. Last row in both of the matrices refers to no response.

\( C. \) Toy Network Results

To achieve pareto optimal solutions, we solve Equation 7 with goal attainment method. Points in Fig.5 present 100 pareto optimal responses to the threat in cloud. The response associated with one of the points that is specified by the arrow, has threat level equal to 1.01 and cost equal to 3.4. As we can see in Fig.5, there is a trade-off between overall threat and cost.

By analyzing the response \( x \), suggested countermeasures for each VM will be determined. Answer \( x \) that is generated by optimization problem is shown in Equation 11.

![Pareto Optimal Responses](chart)
TABLE II. MITIGATING METHODS FOR CO-RESIDENT ATTACK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num</th>
<th>VM State</th>
<th>Mitigation Methods</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>SC</th>
<th>MP</th>
<th>DoS</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>VMm/S</td>
<td>VM migration</td>
<td>Frequently migrating VMs</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>(Increase power consumption and probability of SLA violation, performance overhead) =&gt; High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>VMm</td>
<td>Alter hypervisor [35]</td>
<td>Adding latency to potentially malicious operations</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>(Performance overhead) =&gt; Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>VMmS</td>
<td>Change application and OS component access patterns</td>
<td>Change access pattern to shared resources like memory, CPU and cache to a consistent pattern. This countermeasure prevent attacker to gain information from behavioral attributes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>(Performance overhead) =&gt; Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>VMm/S</td>
<td>Traffic isolation [25]</td>
<td>Utilizing traffic engineering capabilities of virtual switches to reconfigure the virtual network</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>(Network reconfiguration overhead) =&gt; Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>VMm/S</td>
<td>Limit resource allocation [28]</td>
<td>Change hypervisor configurations to lower the allowed maximum computation load or cache capacity</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>(Increase power consumption) =&gt; Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>VMm/S</td>
<td>Limit web traffic rate [28]</td>
<td>Reduce the maximum traffic rate of the associated VM</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>(Network reconfiguration overhead) =&gt; Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Results in PlanetLab Network

In this experiment malicious VMs with random threat are generated among 200 VMs with probability 0.1. Points in Fig.6 present 100 pareto optimal responses to the threat in cloud that is executing PlanetLab workload.

Each row in the matrix \( x \) refers to a specific VM. Columns show countermeasure for VMs. For example \( x(6,5)=1 \) means that VM(6) should use countermeasure 5 that can mitigate malware propagation and DoS attacks. Fig.2 confirms that VM(6) has higher threat in DoS and MP attack and as a matter of fact, countermeasure 5 mitigates DoS and MP threat by limiting web traffic rate. Rows 1, 3, 9, and 10 in matrix \( x \) are zero, so no countermeasure is suggested by system for VMs 1, 3, 9, and 10. First countermeasure is not suggested to be applied in any VM, because it is not cost effective. Since countermeasure 5 can prevent two types of threat with lower cost than countermeasure 4, our response system suggests countermeasure 5 whenever a DoS threat is detected. As we can see in Fig.2, these VMs have minimum risk among others. Note that if countermeasure 2 is selected for VM(6), it depends on the type of the VM (malicious or stealth) proper countermeasure based on Table II is selected.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\]

(11) \( x = \) 

\([0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 1 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 1 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 0 \ 1 \ 0] \)

\(x(6,5)=1\) means that VM(6) should use countermeasure 5 that can mitigate malware propagation and DoS attacks. VM(129) has higher threat in DoS and MP attack. The solution to the threat

![Figure 6. Pareto Optimal Responses](image-url)
reveals that CIRS generate optimal response to threats and suggests proper countermeasures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Our Method</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>28</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Not Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response Cost</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Not Support</td>
<td>Not Support</td>
<td>Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response Type</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Not Support</td>
<td>Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Not Support</td>
<td>Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VM Communication</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Not Support</td>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Not Support</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Complexity Analysis

In this section, we analyze computation efficiency of our model. The proposed system consists of two modules: 1) threat estimation, and 2) response selection. Threat estimation algorithm estimates threat for each graph node. For each node, threat is calculated based on the neighbors’ threat in collaboration graph. So the complexity of threat estimation is $O(|n| \times |k|)$, where $|n|$ is the number of VMs and $|k|$ represents average degree in graph. Complexity in response selection algorithm, is $O(|n| \times |q|)$, where $|q|$ represents the number of countermeasures. So the total complexity of our approach is $O(|n| \times |k|) + O(|n| \times |q|)$.

F. Comparison with the Existing Methods

To clearly present the accuracy of our method, the brief comparison of related references is shown in TABLE IV. Various methods are compared based on five different measures. Some methods generate best response by means of optimization theory. Considering response cost and type make the model applicable in real world. In addition, our approach considers VM interaction by means of collaboration graph. As shown in Table IV, our work is able to provide a response that takes into consideration the impacts of the VM interaction, response type, and cost across the Cloud environment. We can get a conclusion that the accuracy in our approach is more comprehensive than other methods. In addition the complexity of our approach is polynomial that makes it applicable in real world.

G. Possible Applications

In this section, we enhance our results to show the empirical aspect of this paper. As we mentioned before, the goal is to response to co-resident threat in the cloud. We have introduced a model to calculate threat and cost based on the VMs interaction. By means of multi-objective optimization, the optimal responses are calculated. If a cloud provider has a limited budget, our approach can suggest the best response with minimum threat and cost less than the budget.

Example Cloud administrator detects malicious behavior in some particular VMs (see Fig.2). Cloud provider wants to cost 2 units to mitigate these threats. As it is depicted in Fig.5, the optimal response reduces the threat to 2.7 with cost 1.7. This response is presented in Equation 11.

![Figure 7. Responses with Defined Cost](image)

V. CONCLUSION

Cloud environment consists of several virtualized data centers. Virtual machines in these data centers, similar to any physical machine, are subject to security threat. In this work, we have proposed a systematic attack response system to co-resident VMs threats in virtualized infrastructure. We incorporated VMs interactions to calculate VM threat. Our system generates optimal response via multi-objective optimization and then use goal attainment algorithm to solve it. For future work, we plan to response optimally to other threats, such as attacks from outside the cloud. In addition, precisely estimating the threat based on the malicious VM behavior could be another future work.
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